Boeing Aerostructures Australia
Environment Health & Safety Policy

Boeing Aerostructures Australia specialises in the design, manufacture and testing of aerostructure components. We are committed to sustainable development and aspire to zero harm to our people and the environment.

We shall strive for excellence in these areas in a manner that supports our vision and expectations of employees, customers, contractors and shareholders.

We will:

- Establish, implement and maintain management systems for environment and health and safety that are consistent with internationally recognised standards.

- Demonstrate Leadership through promotion of a positive environment health and safety culture

- Identify and manage environment health and safety risks to employees, contractors, visitors and the environment

- Conduct operations in compliance with applicable legislation, regulatory directives and other relevant requirements to which Boeing subscribes

- Foster a commitment to environment health and safety principles through consultative processes

- Set and achieve targets that provide a safer working environment for employees, contractors and visitors and improve our environmental footprint

- Recognise innovative solutions that eliminate unsafe environment health and safety conditions and behaviour to prevent injury, illness and pollution

- Integrate environment, health, safety, quality, risk and compliance principles as part of normal business operations

- Competently train and educate our employees and contractors
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